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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Fully modular power system architecture for dc-dc conversion, where low-power, low-voltage (input and

output) building block dc-dc converters can be connected in any combination of series/parallel

configurations at the output and/or at the input sides, has several advantages including increased

reliability, standardization of design and components, higher power density and efficiency. An

important component of such architecture is the autonomous, input series configuration with active input

voltage and load current sharing, towards which this research project has made significant contributions.

The major research tasks taken up in this project are:

1. Development of control methods for input-series and output-series (ISOS) configuration

2. Development of input-voltage share bus scheme for input-series, output parallel (ISOP) connection

that makes the converter modules self-contained and identical leading to fault tolerant capability.

3. Study on magnetic approaches to input-voltage sharing for input-series connected converters

4. Investigations on interleaving techniques to reduce filter requirement.

A three-loop control scheme has been developed for the ISOS configuration, which ensures input

and output voltage sharing under dynamic and steady state conditions. The dynamic input voltage

reference for the input voltage loop achieves minimum interactions among the different converters and

among different control loops. Design procedure based incremental negative resistance model has been

developed. The proposed ISOS scheme has been validated on a three-converter hardware prototype.

Two schemes using input voltage share bus, namely democratic input voltage share scheme and

automatic master-slave scheme, have been developed to realize autonomous ISOP configuration using

self-contained and identical modules. Each of the converter modules has its own dedicated output voltage

loop whose reference is modified based on the error in input voltage sharing. It has been found that for

voltage mode control, mismatch in the output voltage reference among the modules is the critical

parameter. The input voltage correction loop compensates for this mismatch. Design methods to choose

the gain of the input voltage controller have been developed. The analysis and design methods have been

validated on a two-converter hardware prototype.

The possibility of input-voltage sharing in series connected converters through magnetic coupling

has been explored. A possible scheme where a dedicated balance winding in the power transformer of

each converter is connected in a daisy-chain fashion to the following converter through diodes is

proposed. This scheme ensures input voltage sharing provided the leakage inductance and the value of

the input filter capacitance are small. However, for practical values of leakage inductance and input filter
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capacitor the scheme is not very effective. Control based approaches are found to be superior to the

magnetic approach.

An important advantage of series/parallel connection of modular converters is the reduction of

filter requirement through interleaving of the converter modules. Interleaving refers to suitable phase

shifting of the gate drive signals of the modules such that there is significant cancellation of ripple in the

input/output currents and/or voltages. This project has investigated interleaving techniques for input

series configurations. For the ISOP configuration, interleaving at the output end (parallel connection) is

identical to that of the conventional IPOP converters. At the series connected input side also the optimal

phase shift is 3600/n. At the input side, the current through the input capacitor of each module is similar

to that of a stand-alone converter, and hence, there is no savings in the ratings of the input filter

capacitor. However, the ripple voltages in the filter capacitors (which appear as the ripple voltage across

the input inductor) cancel due to interleaving, leading to significant savings in the input inductor. The

frequency of the ripple in the input current is scaled up by the number of converters, n. The savings in

the filter requirement for various values of 'n' and duty ratio has been derived.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A fully modular power system architecture is envisioned for dc-dc power conversion. In such an

architecture, low-power, low-voltage (input and output) building block dc-dc converters can be

connected in any combination, series or parallel, both at the output as well as at the input sides,

to realize any input-output specifications. Fig. 1 illustrates an example of a 5 kW power supply

system operating from a 1000 V dc source and delivering a well regulated output voltage of 50 V

at a maximum load current of 100 A. This system is implemented using a total of twenty 250 W

power supplies, each with an input voltage rating of 100 V, and providing a regulated 25 V

output at a maximum current of 10A. (Though not shown in the figure, required level of

redundancy may also be included).

+ v -10A + o
: + +I

1000 V •_5

500

V in9 10o 5 0

10A

10 V 25 V

Fig. 1. Example of a fully modular power system architecture for dc-dc conversion
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The main advantages of the modular approach include:

" Significant improvement in reliability by introducing desired level of redundancy [1-5]

" Standardization of components leading to reduction in manufacturing cost and time

" Power systems can be easily reconfigured to support varying input-output specifications

" Possibly higher efficiency and power density of the overall system, especially with

interleaving.

Fig. 2 shows the four possible combinations of input-output connections. Among these

combinations, the input-parallel and output-series (IPOS) connection is well known and is

presently used in many applications requiring high output voltages. Standard dc-dc converters,

with independent output voltage controllers, can be connected in series at the output achieving

equal sharing of output voltage and input current. However, in order to obtain the advantages of

modularity such as redundancy, a common output voltage loop or an output-voltage share bus is

required. A scheme based on common output voltage loop and individual inner current loops is

discussed in [5].

+ + +i .. V
Vi 11i + jVm! ~VII 0

(a) IPOS (c) ISOP

v Vj L I Vo± + 0M Vol++

VM2 V62Vin IVI

(b) IPOP (d) ISOS

Fig. 2. Four possible combinations of input-output connections.
(a) input parallel and output series, (b) input parallel and output parallel, (c) input series and output series

and (d) input series and output series

The input-parallel and output-parallel ([POP) connection has been the subject of vigorous

research recently, fueled by the requirement of low voltage and very high current outputs. The
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challenge here is to ensure equal sharing of load current (hence, input currents also) among the

modular converters, in spite of small differences in the power stage and control parameters of the

different converters, and finite differences in the impedances of interconnections. Several

control schemes, such as many droop schemes [6], [7], [8], master-slave scheme [9], [10],

democratic current share scheme [1 1]-[13], and frequency based current share scheme [4], have

been proposed to ensure active load current sharing among the parallel converters. Paralleling

techniques that do not require direct interconnection of control circuits of the various modules

have also been investigated [14]. An excellent review and comparison of different methods for

IPOP connection are given in [15].

1.1 Advantages of input-series connections

The ability to connect converters in parallel or series only at the output does not result in

complete modularity. Given the wide variety of input sources possible, such as rectified utility

voltage, batteries and fuel cells, the input voltage to a system can also vary widely for different

applications. Hence, it is essential to develop converters that can be connected in series at the

input (Figs. 2c and 2d) also, with dynamic input-voltage sharing capability.

Apart from considerations of modularity, the input-series connection has many other

advantages such as:

" Enables use of MOSFETs with low voltage rating, which are optimized for very low RDs ON,

leading to higher efficiency. At higher voltages, the RDs ON of a MOSFET depends mainly

on the drift region resistance, which is roughly proportional to BVs, where BV , is the

break down voltage of the MOSFET [16]. Hence, 'N 'MOSFETs each with a voltage rating

of BVDss , have a combined RDs ON which is significantly lower than the RDS ON of a singleN

MOSFET with a voltage rating of BVDss.

"* MOSFETs can be used instead of IGBTs for high input-voltage applications. Hence,

switching frequency, and therefore, power density of such systems can be increased.
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" Input-series and output-parallel connection leads to smaller conversion ratios for the

individual converters, especially for the popular low output voltage applications. This leads

to more efficient power conversion [5].

"* Possibility of interleaving to reduce filter ratings and improve transient performance (similar

to input-parallel converters)

A main trend in switch mode power supplies is the requirement of very low output

voltages with very high currents. With the proposed ISOP connection for such applications, the

conversion ratio for each converter, and therefore, the turns-ratio of the power transformer, is

much smaller. This can result in smaller leakage inductances and other parasitic components,

thus improving efficiency. However, in spite of several advantages of input-series connection,

not much research has been reported on this configuration. In [17], input-series and output-

parallel (ISOP) connection has been implemented for a two-converter system, using a charge

control scheme with input voltage feed forward. In an earlier ONR supported research, the

authors have developed three different control schemes for the ISOP configuration [18-20].

Direct series connection of devices such as MOSFETs and IGBTs for high input voltage

applications has also been investigated [21]. However, the advantages of modularity such as

scaling and reconfiguration, as well as interleaving to reduce filter requirement, are easily

achieved in series connected converter modules, than in series power devices.

1.2 Prior work on input-series and output-parallel (ISOP) systems

Prior ONR sponsored research work has established the feasibility of the basic ISOP

configuration, even with finite differences in various converter parameters. The feasibility of

the ISOP connection can be verified by considering power balance in individual converters,

under steady state. Fig. 3 shows a numerical example of how input voltage as well as output

current can be shared equally, in the presence of parameter mismatches such as different turns-

ratios for the power transformers. Under steady state, the input currents of the two converters are

equal due to the series connection. If the input voltages are also maintained equal by control,

then the input powers of the two converters are equal. Therefore, by power balance (neglecting

losses), the output powers of the two converters are equal. Since, the parallel connection at the

output ensures that the output voltages are equal, the output currents are also automatically made
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equal. If the parameters of the two converters are identical, the duty ratios will be equal; for any

mismatch in the parameters such as turns-ratio of the transformer, the duty ratios will differ to

correct for the mismatch, as illustrated in Fig. 3. It should be noted, however, that the above

discussion assumes that the converters operate stably in steady state. The necessary condition

for stable operation is discussed in the following sections.

2A 2A D=0.5 4

+ 8SA

200V -
+ DI C5V+-

40vv Lo

Fig. 3. Feasibility of input voltage and output current sharing with mismatch in transformer turns-ratio.

1.2.1 Need for input voltage controller

It is easy to appreciate that standard converters without any special input voltage or load

current sharing controllers, when connected in ISOP combination, will not result in stable

operation. This is similar to the case of the widely used IPOP connection, where, in the absence

of a load current sharing controller, even a small mismatch in parameters can lead to wide

variations in the individual output currents of the converters.

For the ISOP connection, it is important to note that even with load current sharing

controllers, similar to those used in IPOP connection, stable operation is not achieved. For

example, consider again the ISOP connection shown in Fig. 3, and assume that the system has an

output current sharing controller. If the input voltage of converter 1, for example, increases

slightly due to a disturbance, the output current sharing controller reduces the duty ratio of this

converter, in order to maintain its current equal to that of the converter 2. This reduces the

average input current drawn by converter 1, leading to further increase in its input voltage. This

process leads to a runaway condition, resulting in large voltage stress across converter 1,

eventually destroying it.
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Fig. 4 shows the simulated waveforms corresponding to an ISOP connection with a load-

current-share mechanism, but without an input-voltage controller. The two series connected

converters use current mode control, with a common output voltage loop providing the current

reference to both converters. As seen in Fig. 4, in spite of the common current reference, the

input voltages diverge. Hence, a dedicated input voltage control loop, which adjusts the duty

ratios of the individual converters depending on the error in input voltage sharing, is required. It

may be noted that input voltage sharing automatically ensures output load current sharing,

without the need for a dedicated load current share controller.

V. iL

(V) (A)

150 6

1001 5

011 3 _ _

0 2 4 6 8 10
Time (ms)

Fig. 4. Divergence of input voltages in ISOP system with current mode control and

without input voltage control.

Two different control schemes which ensure sharing of input voltage and load current

have been developed in the prior work as briefly explained below.

1.2.2 Three loop, dynamic input voltage reference control scheme for ISOP configuration

Fig. 5 shows the three-loop, dynamic input voltage reference scheme for ISOP

connection of N forward converters (the reset windings for the transformer are not shown, for

clarity). As seen, the scheme consists of three control loops to ensure equal input voltage and

load current sharing. A single output voltage loop, which is common to all the converters,

provides the initial current reference, i' to all the individual, inner current loops. The

compensator for the output voltage loop is denoted as G,,. Each converter also has an individual

input voltage loop, which adjusts the above current reference to its inner current loop, based on

the error between the reference input voltage and the actual input voltage of the particular
13



converter. The inner current loop can be of either peak current mode or average current mode

with a compensator G1. as shown in Fig. 5. The inner current loop controls the duty ratio of the

converter such that the output inductor current equals the adjusted current reference, referred to

as iref

t +l i + I V '
, iG,

.. •I

"Vin rrf ref

S, +

F . r o o shm wt da irec o IS

n 2 o N1

]2in ref l re 2

+o
v , •-•_LAm2r

npu volag reeec2omnouptvlaelo

Fig. . Thre-loo conrol sheme ith ynami inpu volagerfrnefrIO oncin
K1



The input voltage reference is chosen to be the average of all the converter input voltages,

as given in (1). Note that the converter input voltage is defined as the voltage across the input

capacitor of the corresponding converter. It takes into account the resonance due to the input LC

filter. In particular, the sum of the converter input voltages (capacitor voltages) is not

dynamically equal to the total system input voltage, vito,al'

N>1-? vin

_rj=N (1)

Other possible references for the input voltage loop are v'°'t' and a constant reference. The

N

main advantages of the dynamic input voltage reference are that it minimizes the interaction

among the different control loops and results in better transient performance. The three loop

scheme has been validated on a two-converter experimental prototype [183.

1.2.3 Common duty ratio scheme for ISOP configuration

The common duty ratio scheme is a very simple control method for the ISOP connection,

which does not require input-voltage or load-current share loop, but still ensures equal sharing of

input voltage and load current. It relies on the inherent, self-correcting mechanism of input-

series and output- parallel connection when the duty ratio of all the converters is made common.

This scheme does not result in perfectly equal sharing [18, 20]. The sharing is different to the

extent that the turns-ratios of the power transformers and other parameters in the individual

converters are different. However, with modem transformer manufacturing techniques such as

planar transformers with precise printed circuit board windings, the mismatch in turns-ratios, and

hence, mismatch in input-voltage and load-current sharing can be made negligible. The main

advantage of the proposed scheme is that neither input voltage nor output current (if current

mode control is not used) needs to be sensed, leading to extremely simple implementation of a

fully modular architecture.

The schematic of the proposed common duty ratio scheme for the ISOP configuration

consisting of 'N' forward converters is shown in Fig. 6. In this implementation, the converter N

is the 'master' converter and all the other converters are 'slave' converters. A single output

15



voltage loop generates the current reference for the inner current loop of the master converter N.

A peak or average mode current controller in the 'master' converter generates suitable duty

ratio, d, such that its output inductor current, iLN, equals the above current reference. This duty

ratio, d, is made common to all the other converters too. If interleaving of the converters is not

required, then the actual gate switching signal (with suitable isolation) itself can be made

common to all the converters. If interleaving is desired, then the duty ratio signal can be shared,

which will then be compared with suitably phase-shifted ramp signals in the individual

converters to generate the individual gate drive.

-----------------------------------

Li 1 1L

+ CCo
Cin I

-•:nj

- --

Iion w onverter w h e tu+/•-- I 1+

•i , loti :n2 6

- - - -
0I

'1I16

0

Sii, Covee N io nII

Lin n 0LonVn+ F 2 S oT
V,--Cn A CO|:n

I~n

Id Curn ola e io.r

L - - - - - -"- - - - - - - I

Fig. 6. Common duty ratio control scheme for ISOP connection.

In the ISOP connection with common duty ratio control, the converter with higher turns-

ratio and hence higher average rectified voltage tends to produce a higher output inductor
16



current. However, this leads to a higher input current in this converter, which discharges the

input capacitor and reduces the input voltage of the corresponding converter. Hence, the average

secondary voltages of all the converters become equal. The primary side voltages are then given

by the product of the turns-ratio and the equal secondary side voltages. This self-correcting

mechanism ensures stable operation, and the input voltage and load current are shared equally to

the extent that the transformer turns-ratios are equal.

1.3 Objectives and scope of the research

Referring to Fig. 2, among the possible combinations of connections, the input-series and

output series (ISOS) connection has not been explored so far. An objective of this project is to

investigate this configuration and develop suitable control schemes to ensure equal sharing of

input and output voltages among the modules. The ISOS configuration is required for a fully

modular dc-dc power system architecture and is especially useful when both the input and output

voltages are high.

All the schemes described above for the input-series, output-parallel (ISOP) connection

require an output voltage control loop common to the 'n' converters. Hence, the individual

modules are not self-contained, and are not identical, leading to degradation of modularity and

reliability [15, 22]. Hence, a main objective of this research project is to develop identical and

self-contained modules to realize a fully modular power system architecture. The approach is to

provide the required output voltage control loop in each of the converters, thus making the

modules self-contained and eliminating the need for any external control blocks. Active input

voltage sharing and automatic load current sharing are achieved using a novel "input voltage

share bus" concept, inspired by the 'load share bus' concept [10-13] used in conventional

parallel-input, parallel-output connection.

Apart from the control-based schemes discussed above, it is possible to achieve input-

voltage sharing in series connected converters through magnetic means. An objective of the

proposed research is to study the different magnetic means of achieving input voltage and load

sharing, and compare them with the control-based approaches for performance in terms of

sharing, control complexity, electro magnetic interference (EMI) and switch ratings.

A main advantage of series/parallel connection of modular converters, apart from

standardization and reliability through redundancy, is the reduction of filter requirement through
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interleaving of the converter modules. Interleaving refers to suitable phase shifting of the gate

drive signals of the modules such that there is significant cancellation of ripple in the

input/output currents and/or voltages. Interleaving techniques for the parallel connections have

been well studied [23]. Hence, an objective of this research is to investigate interleaving

techniques for input series configurations and quantify its benefits.

The major tasks of the research are as follows:

1. Development of input-voltage share bus scheme for input-series, output parallel connection,

that makes each of the modules self-contained and eliminates the need for external control

blocks as required in the previous work

2. Development of control methods for series-input, series-output connection, a combination

that has not been explored so far.

3. Study on magnetic approaches to input-voltage sharing for input-series connected converters

4. Investigations on interleaving among the modular converters to reduce filter requirement, and

to improve dynamic performance.
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2. NEGATIVE RESISTANCE BASED ANALYSIS OF INPUT SERIES CONVERTERS

This section discusses a simple model for the ISOP configured system when each of the

converter modules employs current mode control. Based on this model, expression for the

minimum gain of the input voltage controller is derived. For the purpose of analyzing the

stability and performance of the input voltage loop, each converter can be modeled as an

equivalent incremental negative resistance as seen from the terminals of the input capacitor. The

incremental negative resistance model of a dc-dc converter is discussed in detail, especially in

the context of designing input filters and understanding their effects on the stability of the overall

system, in [24] and [25]. Regardless of whether current-mode control or voltage-mode control is

employed, the input terminals of a stand alone converter exhibits negative resistance

characteristics, since a positive incremental change in input voltage results in a proportionate, but

negative incremental change in the input current. For current-mode controlled converters, the

frequency range extends up to the bandwidth of the inner current loop. A more accurate model

for the converter is a negative resistance in parallel with a capacitance, C that depends on the

above bandwidths [24]. However, since the bandwidth of the current loop is much higher than

that of the input voltage loop here, the parallel capacitance is neglected.

2.1 Equivalent circuit based on negative resistance model

Fig. 7 shows the equivalent circuit used to analyze the N converter ISOP system. Each

converter is modeled as an equivalent negative resistance, R,,eg, connected to an input LC filter.

In the actual system, the input voltage loop adjusts the reference to the output inductor current.

The inductor current follows the reference with a small but finite response time, which together

with the change in duty ratio translates into a change in the input current. The dynamics of the

input current depend on the bandwidth of the inductor current loop and dynamic changes in the

duty-ratio, d. In the equivalent circuit of Fig. 7, the correction mechanism is modeled as an

ideal current source, iadjj =K (vi,j - vi~), connected directly across the input capacitor of each

converter. After the scaling factors due to transformer turns-ratio and the steady-state duty ratio,

D, are taken into account, this is a valid, close approximation at frequencies less than the

bandwidth of the inner current loop, and when the magnitude of the correction currents at the

input is relatively small. The validity of the equivalent circuit is confirmed by the excellent
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matching of simulation results obtained using the above equivalent circuit representation and

those corresponding to the full circuit model as discussed later in Section 2.3.
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Fig. 7. Equivalent circuit based on negative resistance model for an N-converter ISOP system.

The value of the incremental negative resistance, Rwg of the converter depends on the

operating load and input voltage. While analyzing the stability of the system with input voltage

control, the worst-case condition is the maximum load current and minimum input voltage.

Hence, the value of the negative resistance used in the model of Fig. 7 is as given in (2).

2Ve i , nn(2)
Rng Po max

where, V,.m n is the minimum specified input voltage to an individual converter, and Po x is the

maximum output power of an individual converter.

2.2 Derivation of stabilizing controller gain

Referring to Fig. 7, let us define the following.

N

Vinsum = vi~j (3a)
j=1
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Vjni = Vin av nsum (3b)

iadjj = K (vin j Vinavg) (3c)

where, K is the constant gain of the input voltage controller.

The objective is to maintain the input voltages, as seen at the input capacitor terminals, of

all the converters equal to each other, and therefore, equal to V1 avg. The necessary condition for

stability of the system shown in Fig. 7, is that for an increase in any converter input voltage, for

example, vi, 1 , relative to the average input voltage, Vinavg, the input current drawn by the

converter, iconvl (which is the sum of the current through the negative resistance model and the

correction current) should increase, relative to the average of the input currents drawn by all the

N

converters, iconvavg, which is equal to E ionvj. This ensures that the higher input current
j=1

discharges Cin1 appropriately to reduce vin1.

In terms of ac perturbation quantities, the condition is that 'inj -'iYMnvg should be in phase

with iconvj - co,,vavg . Note that for ac analysis,

IRnegj- Rneg (4)

where, Rneg has a negative value given in (2). Also, the equivalent incremental negative

resistance of each converter is assumed equal. From Fig. 6,

1Convl = K ( in I -inavg ) VnRneg

'Conv 2 = K ( ýin 2 - ';in avg )+ e (5)--•

\. N
1conv N = K AinN - Vinavg +

21Reg
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Adding the expressions in (5),

N N N

SIconvj K j K -Kin sum
.Jv=l j=1 j=1 Vin ayg

N N NR neg Rneg

From (5) and (6),

'cnl-~ovag K (-in~ ~I jnavg) R (-ýin In aiwgRneg

(7)

S(ýinl -•in1) RlK~(eg

For stable operation, 1 co'nvl-1 vag should have the same sign as nl -•-•navg Therefore, the

condition for stability is given by (8).

1

K>K~n = 1 (8)
lRnegý

This condition for the minimum gain for the proportional input voltage controller is independent

of the capacitance or ESR values of the input capacitors, and is strictly valid even if the

impedances of the input capacitors of different converters are significantly different. It may be

noted that while Kmin ensures stability, higher values of K result in faster correction in input

voltages after a disturbance. However, this faster response is at the expense of increased switch

currents. For the dynamic input voltage reference scheme, the value of K is limited mainly by

the switch ratings. Selection of suitable K is discussed in Section 2.4.

As mentioned earlier, in the actual system input voltage differences are corrected by

adjusting the output inductor currents of individual converters. The output inductor current and

the actual correction current at the input are related by the turns-ratio of the power transformer,

and the operating duty ratio. Considering these two scaling factors, the value of minimum gain,

Kmjin,actual for stability of the actual system is given by,

K rn, tal = I 1 (9)

nD RIg
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where, n is the turns-ratio of the power transformer, and D is the steady state duty-ratio of the

converter at the given operating condition.

2.3 Validation through simulation of a two converter system

The above analysis is validated through numerical simulation of a two forward converter

system connected in ISOP configuration. The two-converter system is simulated using both the

negative resistance model, as well as the full large-signal average model, in PSpice. The results

match very closely, validating the analysis based on the simpler negative resistance model. The

PSpice schematic of the negative resistance model, similar to that of Fig. 7, is shown in Fig. 8.

50u .0 0.5 1a 1
SI (PON(%IN1))

T Rneg

VIA• •

-7 100.35 1adj_1
-~ (POIVC%IN1))

vi_.2
66u

ýnl i adl 2

Fig. 8. PSpice schematic of a two-converter ISOP system based on negative resistance model.

The incremental negative resistance is implemented by a controlled current source whose

magnitude is inversely proportional to the converter input voltage. The input capacitors are

purposely made dissimilar in order to study the performance of the proposed controller.

The schematic of the detailed, large signal average model is shown in Fig. 9. The

average model is obtained by replacing the PWM switch of each converter by its ideal

transformer model, PWMI and PWM2. The turns-ratios of these ideal transformers are

dynamically varying and are equal to the instantaneous duty-ratios, d, and d2 respectively [26].
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T, and T 2 are the power transformers of the two converters with fixed turns-ratios. There is a

common output voltage loop, individual average current mode inner current loops, whose

references are adjusted by individual input voltage loops. The output voltage loop compensator

is designed to achieve a bandwidth of 5 kHz and the two inner average current loops are

designed for a bandwidth of approximately 50 kHz. The structure of the compensators and the

values used are also shown in Fig. 9.

fin PVWM ,

0.1

50u~ 
0505u

16I 

T, 
115u

vini.1
-33uF 

:1.4

VinPWM,

2dl

Vo

Fig. 9. PSpice schematic of a two-converter ISOP system based on full average model including
different control loops.

For the two converter system,

VF Vj~ in -[-Vn2 Vn[- i (10O)

Vi 1--Vi ef • in12 -- 2

tadjl =K(vin1 --Vinrf) )= i~-•(vin --vin2) (lla)
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•adj2 = K(Vin2 Vinref K (Vin2 - V I adj1 (11b)

For frequency domain simulation, in order to obtain a convenient point for signal

injection, the error voltagevi, 1 -vin 2 , referred to as Verr, is considered as the variable to be

controlled, with the control reference being zero. By perturbing this reference, the frequency

response plots of the two-converter system can be obtained. This scheme is illustrated in the two

schematics shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9. In both the schematics, the open loop transfer function

for the input voltage control loop is given by (12).

GOL (s) - Verr (S) (12)
e(s)

Fig. 10 shows the Bode plots of open loop gain GoL (s), obtained from both negative

resistance model as well as full average model. The two models match very closely for

frequencies up to 10 kHz. As seen from the plots, the open loop gain has an unstable pole (right

half plane) at around 70 Hz. This pole frequency is determined by the value of input capacitance

and the magnitude of the incremental negative resistance of the converter.

dB deg
20- 100

0 0 ~ ~magnitude - /

0- 0

Full model-20 .=00 .... e ,= oresistance model Plase -

-4G -206 t ea I e \

10-2 10-1 100 101 102 103 l0 a l0 106

Hz

Fig. 10. Open loop gain of the input voltage loop.

The gain, K of the input voltage controller should be chosen such that the closed loop

gain GcL (s) defined in (13) is stable.

GCL (S) - Verr (S) (13)
v1 ert (S)
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Fig. 11 shows the Bode plots of closed loop gain, GcL (s) for different values ofK. As seen

from Fig. 10, forK < Kmin, the system is unstable, since the closed loop transfer function has an

unstable pole (at around 20 Hz for this particular value of K, where the magnitude drops at a rate

of -20db/decade while the phase increases). ForK > K,n, the system is stable, as seen from

Fig. 11 (darker plots), thus validating the stability conditions given in (8) and (9).

25• J 72K-- Full model

0 .. ......... NegativedB 2K resistance model

-25 "--"____ ____ ___

50_ K -1.2K_,K _ .--_

deg ____

-100- K -0. 8K,

-200 -- __-"

10-2 10- 100 10, 102 t0o 104 105 106

Fig. 11. Closed loop Bode plot for the input voltage loop corresponding to
stable and unstable values for gain, K.

The input voltage control loop has to correct for unbalances in the individual converter

input voltages caused by disturbances such as a step change in total input voltage. Hence, a main

transfer function of interest for the input voltage control loop is verr (s) i.e., the response in

Vin total (S)

the individual input voltages due to changes in the total system input voltage. This transfer

function is obtained by keeping the reference to Verr as zero, and perturbing the total input

voltage. The corresponding Bode plots obtained using negative resistance model and full

average model are shown in Fig. 11, for three different values ofK. As seen, forK < K 0in, there

is an unstable pole, which is eliminated at higher values ofK. Since, this is a response to

disturbance input, the gain of the transfer function should be low for better disturbance rejection,

which is achieved by increasing K. Also, note that at 120Hz the gain of the disturbance transfer
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function is low (<-50dB), which implies that the proposed scheme will work well when the input

dc voltage to the system is obtained by rectifying ac mains voltage.

0 __
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Fig. 12. Bode plots corresponding to ve..(s)/vii .,, 6 j(s) for different values of gain, K.

Fig. 13 shows the time domain response in the individual input voltages when a step

change of 20 V is applied to the total system input voltage. Plots corresponding to both the

negative resistance model and the full average model are shown. As seen in Fig. 13a,

for K < Kmin, the system is unstable, with the two converter input voltages diverging, resulting

in a run-away mode. ForK greater than, but close to Kr, the system is stable, but it takes a

long time for the correction in converter input voltages, as shown in Fig. 13b. For K >> K»in

the two converter input voltages converge quickly as seen from Fig. 13c. The oscillations in the

individual input voltages in Fig. 13 are due to the resonance in the input LC filters, and do not

120 120 120

(') CV) CV)

ýý Vi" I Vin IViI
100 - _100 Go - "

Vin2 Vin2

..... Negative

80 resistance model 80 -0
0 2 3 4, 0 1 2 3 4 5 0 1 2 3 4

Time (ms) Time (mas) Time (nis)

(a) K = 0.SKmin (b) K = 1.25Kmin (c) K = 12K,,,i,
Fig. 13. Response in the individual converter input voltages to a step change of 20V in total input voltage.
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reflect on the stability margins of the input voltage controller. The objective of the input voltage

controller is not to reduce these oscillations, but only to ensure that the total voltage is shared

equally between the two converters. It may be observed that even in a single converter system

the input voltage oscillations occur for a step change in input voltage.

2.4 Selection of gain, K

From the above discussion, it is clear that K should be at least higher than Kmn, and

higher values of K result in faster correction in the input voltages after a disturbance.

Comparing the plots Fig. 13 with different gains K, the peak overshoot in the input voltage (vi,, I

for the example considered) also decreases with higher values of K. However, higher K results

in larger switch currents momentarily, during input voltage disturbances. Since, in most designs,

MOSFETs are usually chosen with a significantly higher current rating than required (in order to

reduce RDS ON), it is possible to choose high values ofK. The actual choice of K depends on the

expected tolerances in the input capacitor values, the characteristic impedance of the input LC

filter and the magnitude of disturbance expected in the total input voltage. The equivalent circuit

of Fig. 7 will be useful in selecting appropriate value forK.
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3. INPUT-SERIES AND OUTPUT-SERIES CONFIGURATION

A three-loop control scheme has been developed for the input series and output series (ISOS)

configuration to ensure input and output voltage sharing under dynamic and steady state

conditions [27]. The dynamic input voltage reference for the input voltage loop achieves

minimum interactions among the different converters and among different control loops.

Analysis based on incremental negative resistance characteristic of dc-dc converters, has been

used to develop suitable design methods for the different control loops. It is shown that a

proportional controller is sufficient for the input voltage loop. The proposed scheme has been

fully validated through numerical simulation as well as through results from a 400 W hardware

prototype.

3.1 Feasibility of ISOS scheme and need for dedicated input-voltage controller

The feasibility of the ISOS scheme in the presence of mismatches in different converter

parameters (like turns-ratio of power transformer) is demonstrated using the concept of power

balance, under steady state. Referring to Fig. 14, due to series connection at the input, the

average input currents of the two converters are equal in steady state. Similarly, series

connection at the output ensures that the average output currents of the converters are equal, in

steady state. Further, if the input voltages of the two converters are also maintained equal by

control, then the input powers, and therefore, by power balance the output powers, of the two

converters will be equal. This automatically ensures that the converters share the output voltage

equally.

I+

200 V D=O.625 10OV: ~1 i 6 .8

Fig. 14. Input and output voltage sharing with mismatched transformer turns-ratios.
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For identical converters, the control applies equal duty ratios to the two converters. With

differences in converter parameters, especially the turns ratios of the power transformers, the

duty ratios of the two converters will be different, so as to maintain the ratio of individual

converter output current to individual converter input current the same for both converters. This

is illustrated in the numerical example of Fig. 14, where a 20% mismatch is introduced in the

turns-ratios of the power transformers, in spite of which the converters share the input and output

voltages perfectly equally. The above discussion applies to converters operating under both

voltage mode control as well as current mode control, and can also be extended to any number of

converters connected in series.

However, it is important to note that stable operation does not result when two standard,

independent dc-dc converters, without any special control for sharing, are connected in ISOS

configuration. In the absence of input voltage sharing control, any small disturbance causes a

runaway of the converter input voltages due to the negative input resistance property of dc-dc

converters. For example, if a small disturbance causes a converter input voltage to increase, its

control loop reduces its duty ratio, thereby reducing the average input current. This results in

further increase in the input voltage of the corresponding converter, ultimately leading to the

entire input voltage appearing across this converter, as shown in Fig. 15.

2ms/div

Mi 1 in,• 0

(A)

Fig. 15. Converter input voltages, output voltages and output inductor currents diverge, and run away in
the absence of an input voltage control loop.

For ISOP connection, the common-duty ratio scheme, where the different converters are

not controlled independently, but by a common duty-ratio, results in stable voltage and current
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sharing [18, 20]. However, such a scheme does not work for the ISOS connection as explained

below. Due to series connection at the output, the converter output currents need to be equal

under steady state. With common duty-ratio control, a converter with slightly larger turns-ratio

will tend to draw higher input current compared to the other converters. This is not possible

under steady state, since the series connection at input mandates that input currents of all the

converters be equal. Hence, a dedicated input-voltage loop, which changes the duty-ratios

according to the mismatches in the different converter parameters such as transformer turns

ratios, is required to ensure stable input and output voltage sharing.

From similar analysis, it can be shown that the common duty ratio scheme will result in

stable operation for the ISOP and IPOS configurations, and unstable operation for IPOP and

ISOS configurations. Table I gives the complete details related to the suitability of common duty

ratio scheme for different modular configurations.

Table I - Suitability of common duty ratio scheme for the four combinations of
input-output connections.

Mode Stability Output current Output voltage Input current Input voltage

IPOP Unstable Converter with Equal due to Converter with Equal due to
higher 'n' carries parallel connection higher 'n' carries parallel connection
entire load current entire current

IPOS Stable Equal due to series Converter with Converter with Equal due to
connection higher 'n' has higher 'n' carries parallel connection

slightly higher slightly higher
voltage current

ISOP Stable Converter with Equal due to Equal due to series Converter with

higher 'n' carries parallel connection connection higher 'n' has
slightly lower slightly lower
current voltage

ISOS Unstable Equal due to series Converter with Equal due to series Converter with
connection lower 'n' supports connection lower 'n' supports

entire voltage entire voltage
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3.2 Three-loop, dynamic input voltage reference control scheme for ISOS configuration

The dynamic input voltage reference scheme for controlling converters connected in

ISOS configuration is shown in Fig. 2. It has a common output voltage loop that provides the

current reference (i' ) for the inner current loops of the individual converters. Each individual

converter, in addition to the inner current loop, also has an input-voltage loop that adjusts the

above current reference, such that the converter input voltages are maintained equal.
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Fig. 16. Proposed control scheme for input-series, output series connection, corresponding to a two
forward converter system. Gvo and GI are the gains of output voltage loop and inner current loops.

The reference for the above input-voltage loop in both the converters is the average of the

two converter input voltages instantaneously, as given in (14).

V i , I + V I I 2 ( 1 4 )

where, vi. , and Vitt 2 are the instantaneous input voltages of the two converters, respectively.

Clearly, this reference varies dynamically and includes the resonance due to the input LC filters.
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For a general n converter system, the reference voltage is the average of all the converter input

voltages. Similar to the ISOP configuration, this choice of reference results in minimum

interactions among the converters and among the different control loops within a converter, as

compared to other choices of reference such as vin"°ca or a constant reference. The minimum
n

interaction is due to the unique property of the chosen reference that the sum of all correction

currents (to correct for input voltage deviations) is zero, even under transients. Hence, the input

voltage control does not affect the overall output voltage control loop.

3.3 Analysis and design criteria

In order to analyze the stability and performance of the input voltage control loop, the

configuration shown in Fig. 16 can be represented by the simplified equivalent circuit illustrated

in Fig. 17. This is identical to the model used for analyzing the ISOP connection as discussed

Section 2. Due to the constant power characteristics of the individual forward converters, they

can be represented by an equivalent incremental negative resistance connected to the input LC

filter. The value of the negative resistance at full load is given by (2).

+ i T

Fig. 17. Equivalent circuit for input voltage analysis of ISOS system.

The correction currents demanded by the input voltage control loop is actually realized

by changing the output inductor current, and therefore the individual converter output voltage.

However, assuming that the bandwidth of the output inductor current loop is much higher than

that of the input voltage loop, the correction currents can be modeled as dependent current

sources connected across the negative resistance model, as shown in Fig. 17. The value of this
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current source, for example in converter 1, is given in (15), assuming a simple proportional

controller of gain K for the input voltage loops.

iadjl = KVin I-Vin2 (15)

As the input voltage of a particular converter increases, the current drawn by the

corresponding negative resistance decreases proportionately. A necessary condition for the

stability of the input voltage loop is that the correction current, iad} should be greater than the

decrease in current in the negative resistance. This condition leads to the minimum value of

gain, K. given in (16), similar to the derivations done for the ISOP configuration in Section 2.

Kr- 1 1 (16)

n Dr R,,g

where, Dm, is the minimum duty-ratio and n is the turns-ratio of the power transformer.

The above value of K ensures stable operation, and higher values of K result in faster input

voltage correction. However, higher values of K increase the magnitude of correction currents,

and hence, the maximum value of K is constrained by the current ratings of the switches. The

magnitude of the correction currents is significantly affected by the difference in the values of

input filter capacitors, which also should be considered in selecting suitable K.

Since, the parameters of the modular converters are expected not to vary very widely, the

design of compensators for the output voltage loop is similar to that of a single converter. The

design of inner current loop, either peak current or average current mode, is also similar to that

of a single converter. It may be pointed out that these simplifications are possible only due to

choice of the dynamic input voltage reference for the input voltage loop, which ensures

minimum interactions among the converters and different control loops.

3.4 Simulation results

The proposed scheme was simulated for the two forward converter system using PWM

switch average model [26]. The turns-ratio of the transformers and the value of input capacitors

(33uF and 66uF) were purposely made quite different for the two converters to demonstrate the

effectiveness of the proposed control scheme.
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Fig. 18 shows the individual converter input voltages and output inductor currents,

corresponding to a step change in total input voltage, for two very different, but stabilizing

values of gain, K. As seen, in both cases, the converters are stable, and share the voltages

equally. Higher value for K leads to faster correction in the input voltages, but the correction

currents flowing through the switches are also higher.
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Fig. 18. Simulated individual input voltages and output inductor currents corresponding to a step change
in total input voltage from 140V to 160V. (a) with K = 20 Kmin and (b) with K = 2 Kmin.

Fig. 19 shows the total and individual output voltages, corresponding to the same step

change in total input voltage. As seen, there is negligible effect on the total output voltage,

though the individual output voltages change appreciably during the transient. This is one of the

main advantages of the dynamic input voltage reference scheme.
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Fig. 19. Simulated individual output voltages and total output voltage corresponding to step change in
total input voltage from 140V to 160V. Note that the voltages are in ac mode and the magnitudes highly

expanded. (a) with K = 20 Kmin and (b) with K = 2 Kmin.

3.5 Experimental results

The proposed scheme has been validated experimentally on proof-of-concept type

prototype system with the following specifications.

Input voltage: 120 - 180V (shared equally by the two converters)

Output voltage: IOOV (50V for each converter)

Maximum output current: 4A

Switching frequency: 200 kHz

The input voltages are sensed with magnetic isolation and peak current mode control is

implemented for inner current loops of the two converters using UC2842A.
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Fig. 20a shows the dynamic response in the input voltages of the two converters

corresponding to a step change in total input voltage (from 140V to 160V). Note that this

corresponds to a large difference - 1:2 in the values of input capacitors, chosen purposely. As

seen, the converters share the input voltages well even under transient conditions. Fig. 20b

shows the total output voltage, as well as the two individual output voltages (all in ac mode, to

see the transients clearly), corresponding to the above step change in total input voltage. As

seen, there is negligible effect in the total output voltage, since the changes in the individual

output voltages cancel each other, a desirable characteristic of the dynamic input voltage

reference scheme.
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converter input voltages and (b) total and individual output voltages (in ac mode).
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Fig. 21 shows the two output inductor currents (averaged) corresponding to the step

change in input voltage. As seen, the two inductor currents change momentarily to correct for

the difference in the input voltages. It can also be seen that, the sum of the two inductor currents

is equal to the total load current even during the transient.

rD:Ere, 4)o ..
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Fig. 21. Output inductor currents corresponding to step change in total input voltage.

Fig. 22 shows the output voltages, total and individual, corresponding to a step change in

load current from IA to 2A. As seen, the input voltage control loop does not affect the

performance of the output voltage loop.
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Fig. 22. Response in total and individual output voltages (ac mode) for a step change in load current.
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Fig. 23. Transient response in individual input voltages (ac mode) for a step change in load current.

Fig. 23 shows the individual converter input voltages, corresponding to the above step

load change, and as seen there is very little effect on the input voltages (note that the waveforms

are in ac mode, with a scale of 200mV/div).

3.6 Validation of the ISOS scheme on a three converter system

The dynamic input voltage reference scheme for the ISOS configuration has also been

validated experimentally on a three-converter prototype with the following specifications.

Input voltage: 200 - 300V (shared equally by the three converters)

Output voltage: 144 V (48V for each converter)

Maximum output current: 4A
Switching frequency: 200 kfz

Fig. 24 shows the three individual output voltages (which are connected in series) in

steady state. As seen, the converters share the output voltage equally at close to 45 V each. Fig.

25 shows the transformer secondary voltages for each of three converters. As seen, the converter

with a slightly higher turns ratio (green waveform) automatically has reduced duty ratio such that

the average of each of the waveforms during the ON interval (which is equal to the respective

output voltage in steady state) ensuring sharing of the output voltage.
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Fig. 24. Individual output voltages in steady state.
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Fig. 25. Transformer secondary voltages for the three converters. One of the
output inductor currents is also shown for reference.

Fig. 26 shows the dynamic response in the input voltages of the three converters

corresponding to a step change in total input voltage from 250V to 280V. A large difference -

1:2 in the values of input capacitors was chosen purposely in order to study the effectiveness of

the controller. As seen, the converters share the input voltages well under transient and steady

state conditions.
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Fig. 26. Individual converter input voltages in response to step change in total input voltage from 250V
to 280V (Scale: 15 V/div, Ims/div).
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4. MASTER LESS, AUTONOMOUS SCHEMES FOR ISOP CONFIGURATION

The schemes developed in earlier work for ISOP configuration, including the dynamic input

voltage reference scheme and the common duty ratio scheme, required an output voltage control

loop common to all the 'n' converters. The module with this output voltage loop becomes the
'master' converter. Hence, the individual modules are not self-contained, and are not identical.

This compromises the reliability of the system, since the failure of the master converter leads to

the failure of the power system. In this research work, a master less scheme has been developed,

where all the modules are identical and self-contained, with each module containing its own

output voltage loop. This is achieved by the use of a novel "input voltage share bus" concept,

inspired by the 'load share bus' concept used in conventional input parallel and output parallel

(IPOP) configuration.

4.1 Input voltage share bus schemes

The input voltage share bus scheme for the autonomous ISOP configuration is shown in

Fig 27. In this scheme, each module has its own dedicated control loop for output voltage

regulation, similar to the load share bus schemes employed for load current sharing. In addition,

each converter module has a dedicated input voltage control loop which suitably modifies the

reference to the output voltage loop or the duty ratio directly, ensuring equal sharing of the input

voltage. Once the input voltage of each converter is maintained constant, output load sharing is

automatically ensured by the input series-output parallel connection. Fig. 27 shows a scheme

corresponding to voltage mode control. The scheme is equally valid for the converters employing

current mode control also.

Referring to the input voltage controller in Fig. 27, the input voltage of each converter

(across the terminals of the input capacitor of each converter) is sensed and fed to a "K" block.

The output of the "K" block of each converter is connected to an 'input voltage share bus' shared

by all the converter modules. Depending on the structure of the "K" block, two different control

schemes are possible (similar to the load share bus scheme). When the "K" block in each

converter is a diode, a scaled version of the highest converter input voltage appears on the input

voltage share bus. This leads to an "automatic master-slave active input voltage-sharing

scheme", with the converter with highest input voltage becoming the 'automatic master'. In this
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automatic master-slave approach, the input voltage of each converter is compared with the

highest converter input voltage. The resulting error in each converter is amplified by the input

voltage controller, and is used to adjust the output voltage reference of the particular converter.

Hence, for example, if the input voltage of any converter reduces, its output voltage reference is

also designed to reduce. This leads to reduction in the converter input current, thereby correcting

for the reduction in converter input voltage.

Power Stage _T_

K - nVo loop lp vo

________7voltage

VIshare Bfs

I "n"

nvtes converters

i_7

v dt1`0,oop + v'• i.

1K - Vill loop Orf A v nad Inbput
K -- voltage

, • ] •,¥ Ishare Bus

Fig. 27. Block diagram of the proposed 'input voltage share bus scheme' for ISOP converters.
(Depending on whether the 'K' block is a diode or a suitable resistor, 'automatic master-slave scheme' or

'democratic voltage sharing scheme' is achieved, respectively.)

When the "K" block is a suitably designed resistor, the voltage at the input voltage share

bus is proportional to the average of all converter input voltages, orVi,+in......+i,
n

This leads to the "democratic active input voltage sharing scheme", where each converter input

voltage is compared to a reference voltage that is proportional to the average of all the converter
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input voltages. The resulting error signal, as in the previous scheme, is used to adjust the output

voltage reference of each converter, thereby ensuring input voltage sharing.

In terms of performance, the democratic active input voltage sharing scheme is similar to

the 'dynamic input voltage reference scheme' developed for master-slave configuration [18, 28].

Both the schemes result in fast dynamic performance, with little interaction among the various

loops within a converter. The major advantage of the newly proposed 'democratic input voltage

sharing scheme' is that the modules are all identical and self-contained, unlike the earlier work,

where an external output voltage loop that was common to all the converters was needed.

The output signal of the input-voltage loop can be added at three different points in the

system leading to three different control methods: (i) directly at the final duty ratio signal of a

converter module, (ii) at the output voltage reference of each module and (iii) at the current

reference signal of each module if current mode control is employed. From analysis and

simulation it has been determined that the addition of input-voltage correction signal to the

output voltage reference of each individual converter module, as shown in Fig. 27 results in the

best performance, and hence is studied in detail in this work.

4.2 Current mode control versus voltage mode control for the ISOP converter modules

In the scheme discussed in Section 2 for the ISOP configuration, the input voltage

sharing depended on directly controlling the output inductor current, and therefore, the current

drawn from the input capacitor, in proportion to the input voltage difference. This was achieved

by using converters with current mode control and suitably modifying the current reference for

the individual converters depending on the error in input voltage sharing. As discussed in

Section 2, current mode control with a common current reference for the modules, results in

unstable runaway condition, if input voltage control is not implemented. This was due to the

negative resistance characteristic of the individual converter module with current mode control.

The design of the input voltage controller was based on overcoming this negative resistance as

given in (9).

However, in the proposed master less scheme with input voltage share bus, the input

voltage sharing can be achieved by adjusting individual voltage references instead of current

references for inner current loops. In particular, the converter modules need not be current mode
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controlled. A main advantage of the voltage mode control is that the absence of an input voltage

control loop does not necessarily result in a runaway condition. The converter input voltages

and individual load currents differ to the extent that the parameters of the output voltage

controller and power stage parameters (like transformer turns ratios, resistances of various

windings) are different. However, the critical parameter is the output voltage reference of the

individual converters. Even small deviations in the references, for example 1% of the nominal

value, can result in the duty ratio of the converter with higher reference voltage saturating at the

maximum value, and leading to runaway of the input voltage and load current. Since, even the

high precision voltage references within PWM IC's have small but finite tolerances, a dedicated

input voltage control loop is still required (even if small mismatch in input voltage sharing

proportional to mismatch in power stage parameters or controller parameters can be tolerated).

However, unlike the current mode control designs where the input voltage controller needs to

overcome the effective incremental negative resistance of the converter, here the input voltage

controller needs to correct only for the mismatch in the voltage references for the output voltage

control loop.

As in the previous schemes, a simple proportional controller is sufficient for the input

voltage control loop. The minimum gain of the proportional controller is determined based on

the maximum expected tolerance in the output voltage reference (usually less than 1%) and the

allowable deviation in the input voltage sharing. Higher gain results in better sharing in the

presence of errors in voltage references, as well as better dynamic performance. However,

higher gain involves larger correction currents through the MOSFETs and diodes. Hence, upper

limit on the gain of the proportional controller should be based on the expected tolerance in the

input capacitance values, tolerance in the voltage references for the output voltage loop and the

maximum current allowable through the MOSFETs, which are designed based on load current

requirement.

4.3 Simulation of the democratic input voltage share bus scheme

The proposed democratic input voltage share bus scheme has been validated initially

using numerical simulation corresponding to a system of two forward converters connected in

ISOP configuration. The total input voltage is 200 V and the total load current is 8 A with an
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output voltage of 50 V. The simulation uses the PWM switch average model for the two forward

converters.

As discussed earlier, with voltage mode control, the ISOP configuration does not result in

runaway condition for small mismatches in the parameters of the power stage such as

transformer turns ratios or in the controller parameters. Fig. 28 shows the two individual

converter input voltages and the individual load currents corresponding to a 10% mismatch in the

transformer turns ratios, with other parameters and voltage references remaining identical for the

two converters. A step change in the total input voltage from 170 V to 200 V is applied at 5 ms.

The input voltage control is disabled for this simulation. As seen, the input voltages and the load

currents are different to the extent the turns ratios are different. This condition is similar to the

common duty ratio scheme [20], since with the controller parameters, output voltage and voltage

reference remaining the same for the two converters, their respective duty ratios also remain the

same. The converter with higher turns-ratio shares smaller input voltage and smaller load

current.
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Fig. 28. Individual input voltages and output currents with mismatch in turns-ratio and without any input
voltage controller.

Fig. 29 shows the simulation waveforis corresponding to a 20% difference in the gain of

the output voltage controller. Again the input voltage controller is disabled. As seen, there is a

mismatch in input voltage and load current sharing in proportion to the difference in the

controller gains. But, the converters do not runaway with the full input voltage or load current.
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Fig. 29. Individual input voltages and output currents with mismatch in output voltage controller gains

and without any input voltage controller.

Fig. 30 shows the simulation waveforms corresponding to a 2% difference in the output

reference voltages for the two converters (converter 2 has higher reference), with all other

parameters remaining the same for the two converters. As seen, converter I which has lower

reference voltage runs away with the entire input voltage and the total load current. A smaller

difference in the voltage references also lead to runaway condition, but with a proportionately

longer time constant.
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Fig. 30. Individual input voltages and output currents with a 2% mismatch in output reference voltage
and without any input voltage controller.
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Fig. 31 shows the waveforms corresponding to mismatch in transformer turns ratio as

well a mismatch in controller gain, but with the input voltage controller enabled. As seen, the

input voltage and load current are shared equally.
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Fig. 31. Individual input voltages and output currents with mismatch in turns-ratios and output voltage
controller gains, and with input voltage controller enabled.

Fig. 32 shows the waveforms corresponding to 2% mismatch in the output voltage

references, with the input voltage controller included. Fig. 32a corresponds to a dc gain of

0.00326 in the transfer function from (v,,vUS) tovo,0 1 f. Fig. 32b corresponds to a larger dc

gain of 0.0326. As seen, the operation is stable for both the gains, with a slight error in sharing

that depends on the gain of the input voltage loop. For a 2% mismatch in the output voltage

reference, the dc gain of 0.0326 in the input voltage loop results in less than ±1.5%error in the

individual input voltages and output currents. For a 30 V step change in total input voltage and

with 1:2 variation in the input capacitances, this gain results in the MOSFET current becoming

twice the normal full load current. However, for a closer tolerance in the input capacitance

values the corrections currents can be significantly smaller.
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Fig. 32. Individual input voltages and output currents with a 2% mismatch in output reference voltage
and with input voltage controller enabled. (a) with a dc gain of 0.00326 and (b) with a dc gain of 0.0326.

4.4 Experimental validation

The democratic input voltage share bus scheme has been implemented on a two-converter

hardware prototype with the following specifications.

Input voltage: 150 - 200V (shared equally by the two converters)
Output voltage: 48V
Maximum output current: 1OA
Switching frequency: 200 kHz
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The output signal of the input-voltage loop is used to adjust the output voltage reference for

the individual converters as illustrated in Fig. 27. Each of the converter modules are voltage

mode controlled. The input voltage is sensed through a transformer with a turns-ratio of 16:1.

Fig. 33 shows the individual input voltages and the output voltage in steady state. As seen,

the input voltage is shared perfectly, with the democratic input voltage share scheme. Fig. 34

shows the steady state output inductor currents of the two converters demonstrating load current

sharing. Here, the two converters are synchronized. However, the scheme does not require

synchronization, and in particular, the converters can be interleaved to achieve ripple reduction.
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Fig. 33. Steady state input voltages and output voltage.

_ _ _ _ _ _ I_ - ---- -_

Fig. 34. Steady state output inductor currents.
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Fig. 35 shows the tranisent individual input voltages corresponding to a step change in

the total input voltage. As seen, the converters share the input voltage well during the transients

also. Fig. 36 shows the two output currents corresponding to the above transient. The difference

in the inductor currents during the tranistion corrects for the input voltage imbalance during the

transient. Also, it may be noted that the sum of the two output currents is almost constant during

the transient, resulting in negligible impact on the output voltage.
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Fig. 35. Transient response in individual input voltages to a step change in total input voltage.
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Fig. 36. Output inductor currents of the two converters in response to step change in total input voltage.
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Fig. 37 shows the response in the output voltage due to step change in the load current

from 4 A to 8 A with input voltage maintained at 200 V. Stable output voltage control loop with

good phase margin, and negligible interaction with input voltage control loop can be inferred.

V01
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Fig. 37. Transient response in output voltage (ac mode) to a step change in load current.

Table I and If illustrate the input voltage and load current sharing performance of the

prototypes corresponding to line and load variation respectively for the democratic share scheme.

Table 11 - Converter voltage sharing Table III - Converter load current
at a load of 8 A. sharing at total input voltage of 200V

Vin-total Vin I Vin2 Vo Iload Jol Io2 Vo
(V) (V) (V) (V) total (A) (A) (V)

(A)
140 70.2 70.4 42.45

2 1.0 1.0 47.9
150 75.1 75.4 45.41

3 1.5 1.5 47.90
160 78.7 81.5 47.75

4 2.0 2.0 47.86
170 83.7 86.9 47.84

5 2.55 2.4 47.87
180 88.9 91.8 47.84

6 3.05 2.9 47.88
190 94.5 96.4 47.89

7 3.6 3.4 47.89
200 99.3 101.1 47.89

8 4.15 3.85 47.89
210 104.6 106.3 47.92 8 - - -

220 109.7 111.1 47.95

230 115.0 115.9 47.97

240 120.1 121.1 47.99
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4.5 Fault tolerant capability with ISOP configuration

With self-contained and identical modules it is possible to design fault tolerant system

with required amount of redundancy. In the event of failure of a module, it needs to be quickly

isolated from the rest of the system, and the remaining healthy modules need to have sufficient

rating to support the system. For the ISOP configuration, at the output side, the protection is

similar to that employed in input-parallel and output-parallel configuration. However at the

input side, if the switch fails open, then the input to the failed converter needs to be shorted.

This provides an alternate path (instead of input capacitor of failed converter) for the input

current to continue to flow and the rest of the system can share the total input voltage at a

magnitude of Vi,/(n-l).

The fault tolerant capability of the proposed democratic share bus scheme has been

validated using numerical simulation on a three-converter system. Fig. 38 shows the transient

response in the individual input voltages to a step change in total input voltage from 300 V to

350 V. As seen, the input voltage is shared equally both during steady state and during the step

transient. Fig. 39 shows the output voltage and the individual output currents. The output

voltage has an overshoot similar in magnitude to that of a conventional voltage mode controlled

single converter subjected to step input change. The individual output inductor currents are

equal in steady state, and vary during the step change ensuring correction of input voltages.
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Fig. 38. Response in converter input voltages to step change in total system input voltage.
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Fig. 39. Response in output voltage and individual output currents to step change in total input voltage.

In order to verify the fault tolerant capability with the democratic input voltage share

scheme implemented, one of the converters is purposely shorted. This could represent either a

short circuit fault at the input or a open circuit failure which leads to over voltage which is

sensed and the particular converter shorted at the input. Figs. 40a to 40d show the corresponding

waveforms of individual input voltages, duty ratios of each converter, output voltage and the

individual output inductor currents respectively. As seen, the failed converter is isolated (shorted

at the input), and the remaining two converters share the additional voltage and load current

equally. The correction current required for this fault transient is very large - about four times

larger than the load current. This is due to a very small number of modules in the system

considered - failure of a single module in a three module system. However, in practical

implementations, where a large number of converters (for example, ten and above) form the

complete system, the failure of a single converter can be absorbed with correction currents that

are less than the nominal load current.

It may be mentioned that a fault tolerant ISOP system with common duty ratio control

scheme has been experimentally demonstrated on there-converter system as part of a NASA

project [29]. A fast failure detection scheme has been developed. Each converter has an SCR

switch at the input which shorts the converter in the event of an open circuit failure of the

corresponding converter.
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Fig. 40. Response to failure of a converter in a three-converter system (a) converter input voltages,
(b) duty ratios of converters, (c) output voltage and (d) individual output currents.

4.6 Automatic-master-slave input voltage share bus scheme for ISOP configuration

Automatic-master-slave scheme is another modular scheme for ISOP connection using

identical modules, and is realized when the K-block in Fig. 27 is implemented by diodes. All

converter modules have independent output voltage loops and separate input voltage control

loops. The reference for the input voltage loop is obtained from the input voltage share bus,

whose signal corresponds to the highest input voltage among the converters. The converter with

the highest input voltage becomes the automatic master converter, and as the operating
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conditions change different converters may become the master converter. As before, the

contribution of the input voltage control loop is added to the output voltage reference of

individual converters. The performance of this scheme is similar to that of the democratic input

voltage share scheme discussed in the previous section. Implementation of fault tolerant

capability is easier with the automatic-master-slave scheme, since the diodes connecting to the

voltage share bus automatically prevent the failed converter from possibly distorting the signal at

the share bus.

The automatic master-slave scheme has been implemented on a two forward converter

prototype and the corresponding experimental results are presented below. Fig. 41 shows the

individual input voltages, total input voltage and the output voltage in steady state. As seen, the

input voltage is shared well by the two converters.
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Fig. 41. Total input voltage, input capacitor voltages, and output voltage at full load for the
automatic master-slave scheme.
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Fig. 42. Individual output inductor currents at full load.

Fig. 42 shows the steady state output inductor currents of the two converters at full load

demonstrating load current sharing. Once again the converters are synchronized. Fig. 43 shows

the transient individual input voltages corresponding to a step change of about 30 V in the total

input voltage, demonstrating stable input voltage sharing.

*~~~i I __Ii:

Fig.43. Transient response in individual converter input voltages for a step change in the
total input voltage.
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Fig. 44. Converter output currents for a step change in the total input voltage.

Fig. 44 shows the two output currents corresponding to the above transient. Again, the sum

of the two output currents is almost constant during the transient, resulting in negligible impact

on the output voltage. Table IV and Table V illustrate the input voltage and load current sharing

perfon-nance of the prototypes under steady state, corresponding to line variation and load

variation respectively.

Table IV - Converter voltage sharing Table V - Converter load current
at a load of 8 A. sharing at total inp t voltage of 200V

Vin- vini Vin2 Vo Iload Iol Io2 Vo
total (V) (V) (V) total (A) (A) M

M (A)

140 1 70 69.45 42.5 2 1.0 1.0 48

150 74.5 73.97 45.2 3 1.5 1.5 48

160 79.65 79 47.8 4 2.0 2.0 48

170 85.25 83.7 47.9 5 2.55 2.45 48

180 90.6 88.36 47.39 6 3.05 3.09 48

190 95.9 93.1 47.9 7 3.6 3.4 48

200 99 99.8 48.1 8 4.2 3.8 48

210 104.3 104.7 48.1

220 109.5 109.5 48.1

230 114.2 114.9 48.1

240 1 118.6 1 120
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5. MAGNETIC APPROACHES FOR INPUT VOLTAGE SHARING

A research task of this work is to investigate the feasibility of achieving input voltage sharing

among modular converters, both under steady-state as well as during transients, using magnetic

coupling between the input-series connected converters. A possible scheme for achieving active

input voltage sharing and automatic load sharing of input-series, output-parallel converters, by

magnetic means is shown in Fig. 45. As seen, each of the transformers of the individual forward

converters has a separate input voltage balancing winding ('bal'), which are connected in a

daisy-chain fashion to the following converter. With this arrangement, for example, if the input

voltage across converter 1 increases compared to converter 2, then when S1 is turned on,

instantaneously diode DAB will be forward biased, causing a correction current to flow from C

to Cg2 , thus balancing the input voltages across the two converters.
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The input voltage correction mechanism is independent of the control strategy adopted

for the individual converters. In particular, there is no need for common control loops or any

signal share buses that interconnect the converters. An objective of the research is to compare

the advantages and disadvantages of the magnetic methods to those based on control methods in

terms of steady-state and transient performances, overall power conversion efficiency,

electromagnetic interference (EMI) and simplicity of implementation.

The scheme shown in Fig. 45 for achieving input voltage sharing and automatic load

sharing of input-series, output-parallel converters by means of magnetic coupling was

implemented in a hardware prototype comprising of two forward converters. The transformers

of the individual forward converters have a separate input voltage balancing winding, which are

connected through a diode to the other converter. Special efforts were done to minimize the

leakage inductance of the balance winding. The input voltage control loop and input voltage

share bus were disconnected, and the converters were connected in ISOP configuration.

However, the converters did not share the input voltage properly and showed a tendency

to run away with full input voltage. The scheme was effective in simulation where the leakage

inductance of the balance winding was made very small. However, even with careful winding

implementation, the leakage inductance in the hardware prototype was too large for the scheme

to be effective. Even under steady state, due to the large leakage inductance the balance current

does not build up quickly to transfer the charges from the input capacitor of one converter to the

other. Ideally, the balance currents were expected to be of very short pulses (less than 10% of

the ON interval). However, in the hardware prototype the current pulses last for the entire ON

interval and still do not complete the charge transfer leading to continuous build up of voltage in

one converter. Fig. 46 shows the experimental waveforms of the balance current in one of the

converters, its balance winding voltage and the input voltage of the other converter. As seen, the

balance current lasts for the entire ON interval and continues to rise when the switch is turned off

by control.
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Fig. 46. Balance diode current, balance winding voltage and input voltage corresponding to the
magnetic share scheme.

Also, note that the peak magnitude of the balance current is 4 A, which is comparable to

the full load input current (about 5.6 A peak). The balance currents correspond to an input

capacitance of 33 •.F. Lower values of input capacitance will result in smaller balance currents.

Therefore, it is concluded that the magnetic means of achieving input voltage is not viable unless

the leakage inductance of the balance windings as well as the value of input filter capacitance

can be made very small. Even with small values of leakage inductance and input capacitance,

another disadvantage of the magnetic method is that the balance currents continuously flow even

during steady state and even when the converters share the input voltage in an average sense.

Hence, it is concluded that the control based input voltage and load sharing methods are superior

to the magnetic means.
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6. INTERLEAVING TECHNIQUES FOR INPUT SERIES CONFIGURATIONS

One of the main advantages of the concept of modular converters is the possibility of significant

reduction in the filter requirement, both at the input as well as at the output, by interleaving the

converters. Interleaving refers to suitably phase shifting the clock signals of the various

converters, such that the ripple currents in the individual output inductors and the ripple voltages

in the individual input capacitors, cancel each other. Therefore, for a given system level ripple

specifications, significantly smaller output and input filter inductors can be used. Apart from

improvements in the power density of the power system and cost reduction, smaller filters also

lead to improvements in the dynamic performance of the converter.

Filter reduction using interleaving techniques has been well studied for input parallel,

output parallel converters [23]. This research project has investigated interleaving techniques for

input-series and output-parallel converters. The interleaving at the output end (parallel

connection) of ISOP configuration is identical to that of the conventional IPOP converters.

Hence, the focus of this research has been on interleaving methods and performance evaluation

at the series connected input side. Interleaving and ripple cancellation at the output is also

briefly discussed to bring out the differences between interleaving of parallel converters vs.

interleaving of series converters.

6.1 Interleaving and ripple reduction at the parallel connected output

Each of the converters are phase shifted by an angle of 3600/n, where 'n' is the number of

interleaved parallel converters. At the output end of the ISOP configuration, as shown in Fig. 47,

the sum of the currents through the individual output inductors flows through the load and the

output capacitor. The dc components of the inductor currents add up to provide the dc load

current. The switching frequency ripple components in the individual currents cancel to a certain

extent and the effective (reduced) ripple current flows through the output capacitor causing the

output voltage ripple. The frequency of the ripple current flowing in the capacitor is also

multiplied by the number of interleaved parallel converters. The extent of cancellation in the

ripple current depends on the number of converters and the operating duty ratio. When the duty

ratio is exactly equal to 1/n, the ripple currents cancel exactly, leading to zero ripple in their sum.
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Fig. 47. ISOP configuration with three converters for interleaving analysis.

The standard design procedure for the output filter in a single, stand alone converter is to

select the output inductor to limit its peak to peak ripple current to a specified value, for example

20% of the full load current, at the worst case operating condition. With this ripple current, the

output capacitor is then chosen to meet the output voltage ripple (sum of ESR component and the

capacitive component) specifications. A similar procedure is usually applied for the interleaved

converters also. Due to ripple cancellation, the output capacitor can be significantly smaller.

Alternatively, it is possible to trade off between the size of inductors and the size of capacitors.

6.2 Interleaving and ripple reduction at the series connected input

The standard procedure to design the input filter for a single, stand alone converter is to

first select the input filter capacitor based on its maximum RMS current requirement considering
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all the operating conditions. For a forward converter the RMS current through the input

capacitor is given by (17).

IC,pRts = 1'o D(1 - D) (17)

where, 10o is the load current reflected to the primary side of the transformer and D is the

operating duty ratio. The capacitor is selected corresponding to the worst case operating

condition (for which D is closest to 0.5) for the given specification. The voltage drop across the

ESR of the capacitor is the main ripple voltage across the input filter inductor. The capacitive

component of the ripple voltage is negligible compared to the ESR component.

Fig. 48 shows the current through the capacitor and the ripple voltage across the input

filter inductor. The input inductor is designed to limit the ripple in the input current below the

specified value. Therefore, the expression for the input inductance can be derived as given in

(18).

where, AýJj, is the maximum peak-peak ripple in the input current and 7T is the switching period.

ic I ," -Jin

0 t

VLi, (II)*ESR

-lin ESR

Fig. 48. Input capacitor current and ripple voltage across input inductor for a forward converter.
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In the case of ISOP configuration where several converters are connected in series at the

input as shown in Fig. 47, it can be seen that the capacitor current in each converter has the same

waveform as that of a single converter as shown in Fig. 48, but phase shifted from each other.

Hence, the RMS current through each of the input capacitors is the same as the single converter

case. Therefore, the capacitor selection also remains unchanged from the single converter case.

However, the phase shift introduces significant reduction in the ripple voltage applied across the

input inductor. Referring to Fig. 47, the input inductors are all in series, and hence the input

filter can be considered to be a single inductor (of value n*Lm) and 'n' filter capacitors each

across the input of the respective series connected converter. The ripple voltage across this

equivalent, single inductor is the instantaneous sum of all the capacitor ripple voltages, which are

phase shifted from each other. Due to ripple voltage cancellation due to phase shifting, the same

input ripple current specification can be now met with a significantly smaller input filter

inductor. Apart from size and cost savings, smaller input filter inductor is also advantageous

from the view point of closed loop controller design [24].

Similar to the case of parallel connection at the output, for the input series configuration

also the optimal phase shift among the modular converters is 3600/n. The following assumptions

are made in order to analyze interleaving at the input. The total system output current, Jo total is

assumed constant, and 'n' converters share the total current equally. The total input voltage and

output voltage are fixed. If more converters are present, then each has a lower module input

voltage. The turns-ratio of the power transformer in each module, denoted by 'r' therefore varies

with 'n' and without loss of generality it may be assumed that r = n. The specific values of Vi,,

and Vo do not matter for this analysis. With Io_total (and therefore, reflected individual

converter current, r*Io_total/n) constant, the ripple in input current depends only on D, Li, and

ESR of the input capacitors.

The capacitor selection is done based on RMS current rating, which is independent of 'n'.

For the same RMS current rating, the ESR of the capacitor decreases with voltage rating but not

exactly proportionately. However, in this analysis, it is assumed that the relationship is linear.

Hence, the sum of the ESR of all capacitors remains the same for any 'n' and individual ESR is

ESRtotal/n. With this assumption, the inductance for each converter will also be proportional

to its voltage rating (since ESR is proportional to voltage rating, and ripple current is required to
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be the same). Therefore, the value of the equivalent single inductor also remains fixed. The

analysis described below compares 'n' converters that are in phase with 'n' converters with

interleaving, both the cases corresponding to ISOP configuration.

The input capacitor current can take one of two values:- ('o -1,,) or (-Ii,). For the case

with no interleaving, all the converters have the same instantaneous value for the capacitor

current, given by (19).

i if 0<_t<DT, -(I,- i,) (19)
i, (t otherwise -> (-IIJ,

The ripple voltage across each input capacitor is the same and given by (20).

Vcj ripple (t) = icj (t) - ESR (20)

The ripple voltage across the equivalent single input inductor is the instantaneous sum of the

input capacitor ripple voltage, and is given by (21). For the in-phase or no interleaving case, this

voltage is just n times the individual capacitor ripple voltage.
n

VL, (t) = vc, () (21)
j=1

The input ripple current is given by (22).

fvt, 1  (t) di

S=(t) - (22)

The above expressions are analyzed in MATHCAD with the following parameters:

, = Os, , = 100A, L,, = 100uH, ESR _ total=1I. The number of converters 'n' and

the duty ratio, D are the variable parameters, with 'n' varying from 1 to 20 and D varying over

the full possible range from 0 to 1.

The simulated waveform of the ripple voltage across the equivalent single inductor is

shown in Fig. 49 and the input current ripple is shown in Fig. 50, both corresponding to n = 5

and D = 0.25.
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Fig. 49. Ripple voltage across the equivalent single input inductor for in-phase case
with n = 5 and D = 0.25.
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Fig. 50. Input ripple current the in-phase case with n = 5 and D = 0.25.

In the case of 'n' interleaved cases equations (20-22) are still valid. However, the

expression for the individual capacitor currents is much more complex than that of the in phase

case. In the interleaved case also the input capacitor current can take one of two values:-

(I-,, -I or (-/jr). However, they are all not in phase, and the expression for the capacitor
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currents need to take into account the number of converters and the duty ratio. The current

through the input capacitor of the jth converter is given in (23).

Of U )t D+jl _, _. ,_

ij (t) = f n f+ifDt<>-+D-1l __(oii (23)
otherwise n*~o s

otherwise -> (-Ij otherwise -, (-im)

The simulated waveform of the ripple voltage across the equivalent single inductor in the

case of interleaved configuration is shown in Fig. 51 and the input current ripple is shown in Fig.

52, both corresponding to n = 5 and D = 0.25 as in the previous case.

vL(tIj) -- -

t (see) ixIO-

Fig. 51. Ripple voltage across equivalent single inductor for the interleaved case with n = 5 and D 0.25.

0 . ......

ripple int leav(t.

_ (A)

, t (see) x10-

Fig. 52. Input ripple current for the interleaved case with n = 5 and D = 0.25.
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As seen, the peak value of the inductor ripple voltage reduces by a factor of 5 and the frequency

is multiplied by n = 5. Therefore, the peak-peak ripple in the input current reduces by a factor of

25. It may be noted that for n = 5, D = 1/n = 0.2 results in zero ripple in the input current. Since,

the chosen operating duty ratio (0.25) is fairly close to the ideal value, the reduction in the ripple

current, and therefore, in the inductor requirement is very significant.

The following analysis derives an analytical expression (instead of relying on generating

time domain waveforms) for the peak-peak ripple in the input current as a function of 'n' and D.

Magnitude of the ripple voltage across the single inductor during the ON interval:

As seen from Fig. 51, the ripple voltage is at a frequency nfs where f, is the switching

frequency of each of the converters. The magnitude of this voltage during each of the 'n' ON

intervals is calculated as below. At the start of the cycle, let x converters be ON and (n- x)be

OFF. So the total ON state current is given by (24).

"j= t)ONinterval

(24)
=xI, - nI,, = Io(x-nD)

The number of converters, x that are ON at the start of the cycle can be shown to be equal to ceil

(nD). For example, with n = 2 and D = 0.6, the number of converters ON at the start of the cycle

is ceil (1.2) = 2. Also, when nD is less than 1, there is no overlap of converters, and only the first

converter is ON at the start of the cycle. Therefore, substituting the expression for x in (24),

IZic(t) =W (ceil(nD)-nD) (25)
j=1 ON interval

The ripple voltage across the equivalent single inductor during the ON interval is given by,

n

VLippe() = ic (t) xESR (26)
J=1 ONinterval
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Duration of the ON interval in Fi. 5.1:

In order to find the duration of the ON interval, the critical converter, which turns OFF

first needs to be determined. From the analysis of the time domain waveforms, it can be shown

that the critical converter k is given by (27).

k = n-(floor(nD)-1) (27)

The time at which the critical kth converter is turned ON in the previous cycle is given by

kstart - n-(floor(nD)-1)-1]-L' = T,. flor (nD)T, (28)
n n

The duration of the ON interval in Fig. 51, defined as TON _.,inelavd is the difference between the

total ON duration of each converter (DTJ) and the ON time elapsed in the previous cycle for the

critical converter, k. This duration is given in (29).

TON-inerleraved =D f°°r(nD) T (29)

From (25), (26) and (29), the expression for the peak-peak ripple in input current can be derived

as

iin pk-pk = (ceil(nD)-nD) D° ESR D- floor(nD) (30)

The normalized peak-peak ripple current with respect to the case of n = 1, and its worst case duty

ratio of D = 0.5 is more useful for design purposes and is given in (31).

(ceil(nD)-nD) (D -floor(nD))

iin pk-pk norm - 0.25 (31)

Fig. 53 shows the plot of the normalized peak-peak ripple current as a function of the

duty ratio for various values of 'n'. As seen, ripple reduces significantly with 'n', and the

frequency of the current is scaled by 'n'. Also, each of the plots has zero ripple current at D

1/n.
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Fig. 53. Normalized input ripple current versus duty ratio for different number of interleaved converters
for the ISOP configuration.
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7. CONCLUSIONS

A fully modular power system architecture for dc-dc conversion, where low-power, low-voltage

(input and output) building block dc-dc converters can be connected in any combination, series

or parallel, both at the output as well as at the input sides, has several advantages including

increased reliability, standardization of design and components, higher power density and

efficiency. Though the input parallel combination of modular dc-dc converters has been well

developed, work on input series combinations has been relatively few. Input series

configurations are essential to realize a fully modular system, and also feature several other

advantages apart from modularity. This research project has made significant contributions to

the understanding of modular, autonomous input series configurations.

This project has explored the input-series and output-series (ISOS) configuration for the

first time. The ISOS configuration is required for a fully modular dc-dc power system

architecture and is especially useful when both the input and output voltages are high. A three-

loop control scheme has been developed, which ensures input and output voltage sharing under

dynamic and steady state conditions. The dynamic input voltage reference for the input voltage

loop achieves minimum interactions among the different converters and among different control

loops. Analysis based on incremental negative resistance model of dc-dc converters leads to

suitable design methods for the input voltage control loop. A simple, proportional controller is

sufficient for the input voltage loop. The proposed ISOS scheme has been fully validated

through simulation as well as on a three-converter hardware prototype, and the results have been

presented in this report.

An earlier ONR sponsored research work had developed control schemes for input-series

and output-parallel (ISOP) configuration. However, all the schemes developed, required an

output voltage control loop common to the 'n' converters. Hence, the individual modules were

not self-contained, and were not identical, leading to degradation of modularity and reliability.

The present project has developed autonomous control schemes that realize a fully modular

system with self-contained and identical converter modules. In particular, each of the converter

modules has its own dedicated output voltage control loop. These schemes make use of an input

voltage share bus which either has the average of the input voltages of all the converter modules
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leading to democratic share scheme or the highest input voltage of all the converter modules

leading to automatic master-slave scheme. In both schemes, the individual input voltage is

compared with the signal at the input voltage share bus. The error is used to adjust the output

voltage reference of the respective module, thereby ensuring sharing of input voltages.

It has been found that voltage mode control with small mismatches in power stage

parameters or controller parameters, unlike current mode control, does not result in a runaway

condition. However, even very small differences in the output voltage reference obtained using

PWM ICs, can lead to runaway conditions or very large mismatch in the input voltage and load

current sharing. The input voltage loop with a proportional controller ensures equal sharing even

in the presence of mismatches in the output voltage references as well as in any power stage

parameters. Design methods to choose the gain of the input voltage controller have been

developed. The analysis and design methods have been validated using numerical simulation

and on a hardware prototype comprising of two forward converters. Since all the modules are

identical, it becomes possible to introduce fault-tolerant capability. With appropriate ratings of

the converter modules, the power system can safely withstand the failure of a few modules

without any adverse effect.

Apart from the control-based schemes discussed above, this project also explored the

possibility of input-voltage sharing in series connected converters through magnetic coupling

among the converter modules. A possible advantage is the simplicity of implementation, since

there is no need to sense the converter input voltages across isolation barriers. In the proposed

scheme, the transformers of the individual forward converters have separate input voltage

balancing winding, which are connected in a daisy-chain fashion to the following converter.

Any imbalance of input voltages is to be corrected through the balance windings when the

appropriate MOSFET turns on. However, for practical values of leakage inductance of the

balance windings and typical values of input filter capacitances and switching frequency, the

balance current does not build up quickly enough to transfer the charges from the input capacitor

of one converter to the other. Also, the magnitude of the balance currents is comparable to that

of the load current. The balance current continues to flow even when the input voltage is shared

equally in an average sense. Hence, it is concluded that the control based approaches to input

voltage and load sharing are superior to those that rely on magnetic coupling to achieve sharing.
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A main advantage of series/parallel connection of modular converters, apart from

standardization and reliability through redundancy, is the reduction of filter requirement through

interleaving of the converter modules. Interleaving refers to suitable phase shifting of the gate

drive signals of the modules such that there is significant cancellation of ripple in the

input/output currents and/or voltages. Interleaving techniques for the parallel connections have

been well studied. This project has investigated interleaving techniques for input series

configurations. For the ISOP configuration, interleaving at the output end (parallel connection)

is identical to that of the conventional IPOP converters. At the series connected input side also

the optimal phase shift is 3600/n. At the input side, the current through the input capacitor is

similar to that of a stand alone forward converter, and hence, there is no savings in the ratings of

the input filter capacitor. However, the ripple voltages in the filter capacitors (which appear as

the ripple voltage across the input inductor) cancel due to interleaving, leading to significant

savings in the input inductor. The frequency of the ripple in the input current is scaled up by the

number of converters. The savings in the filter requirement for various values of 'n' and duty

ratio have been derived.
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